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Ás.sessÍnenť Criteria Scale Comments
1. lntroduction is well written, brief,

interesting, and compelling. lt
motivates the work and provides a

clear statement of the examined issue.
It presents and overview ofthe thesis.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceplatrle
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The introductisn is well written, but
introduces the nature of English as a
lingua franca- Unfortunately the
remainder of the thesis concentrates
on traditional descriptions of British
Enslish o.onunciation.

7. The thesis shows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the subject
matter through the background,/review
of literature. The author presents
information from a variety of quality
electronic and print sources. Sources
are ielevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the thesis
or problem. Primary sources are
included {if appropriate).

Outstanding
Very good

Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The author shows a thorough
knowledge of the standard descriptive
liteiature on English pronunciation, and
of the problems of pronunciation
teaching in Czech schools.

3. The author carefully analyzed the
information collected and drew
appropriate and inventive conclusions
suppc*ed by evidence. ldeas are richly
supported with accurate deta:ls that
develop the main point' The authoťs
voice is evident.

Outstanding
VerY€lad
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The data collection was well conducted
and appropriate conclus:ons are drawn.

4. The thesis displays critical thinking and
avoids simplistic description or
summary of information.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

Apart from the reservatian about
English as lingua franca, the author
shows an ability to reflect on the issues
and make apBropriate
recommendations

5. Conclusion effectively restates the
argurnent. lt summarizes the main
findings and follows logically from the
analysis presented.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficienť
Very deficient

The conclusion is disappointing, adding
nothing new and simply summarizing
what has already been said.

6. The text is organized in a logical
manner. lt flows naturally and is easy
to follow. Transitions, summaries and
conclusions exist as appropriate. The
autlor uses standard spelling,
gíammar, and punctuation.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The organization is ctear and the
sect,sns clearly differentiated. Statistics
and diagrams are well handled.



Outsianding I Language use is good, despite
Very gcod i *ccasiona| lapses in ínatters *f araicles.

Acceptable i This is, in tile main, a competent piece

Somewhat deficient i oi academic writing.

7. T*e la*guage use is precise. The
student makes pl*ficient use oř
language irr a way that is appropriate
fcr the discipline a*d/or genre in which
the student is writing.

8. The thesis meets the gen--ral

requirements {formatting, chapters,
length, divisian into sections, etc.).
References are cited properly within
the text and a ccmplete reference list
is prcvided.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very delicient

Formatting, citation and organization
are all good.

Final Comments & Questions

The author has dealt exhaustively with the problems of pronunciation teaching in the Czech eontext, and has

done appropriate reading. The data collection is *lsc convincing. The one rese.vation is that the question of
ELF, mentioned in the introduction, is not central to the subsequent argument. Nevertheless, this is a VERY

GOOD piece of work.
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